
COMP24412 (Symbolic AI), Lab 1, 2017-18

1. More things about lists: we will be using things very like this in some of the later exercises
about reasoning, so they’re worth doing.

(a) Given two lists of numbers, check that for every element of the first there is a bigger
element of the second. 2 marks

| ?- allbigger([1,2,3,4], [2,3,6]).

yes

| ?- allbigger([1,2,3,4], [2,3]).

no

Hint: you will probably find the predicate member that we’ve seen several times useful.
Note that if you call member with its first argument uninstantiated you can get it to
enumerate the elements of its second argument.

(b) The obvious way of doing this task has time complexity O(len(L1)× len(L2)), where L1
and L2 are the two lists. Find a solution whose time complexity is O(len(L1)+ len(L2))
You do have to be able to explain why this is the complexity to get the marks. 3 marks

No hint. The solution is quite short but not immediately obvious (if you come up with
the O(len(L1)+ len(L2)) solution first then you get the marks for the first part as well).

(c) Define bigger for nested lists such that bigger(X1, X2) succeeds if X1 and X2 are
both numbers and X1 is bigger than X2 or they are both lists of the same length and
bigger(D1, D2) succeeds for every element D1 of X1 and the corresponding element D2
of X2. You will probably find the built-in predicate number which succeeds if and only
its argument is a number useful. 2 marks

| ?- bigger([[1, 2, [3]]], [[0, 1, [3]]]).

no

| ?- bigger([[1, 2, [3]]], [[0, 1, [2]]]).

yes

| ?- bigger([[1, [2], [3]]], [[0, 1, [2]]]).

no

| ?- bigger([[1, [2], [3]]], [[0, b, [2]]]).

no

Hint 1: you don’t need to actually calculate the lengths of the two lists. The recursion
along the two lists will only succeed if they are indeed the same length.
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Hint 2: there are three cases to consider. The usual one when X1 and X2 are both empty
lists, the one where they are both lists and you have to compare the heads and the tails,
and one where they are both numbers.

(d) Write a predicate called subtree which will succeed if the first argument is a subtree of
the second, where one tree T1 is a subtree of another T2 if T1 is equal to T2 or they have the
same heads and each of T1’s daughters, taken in turn, is a subtree of one of T2’s daughters,
taken in the same order (T2 may have more items in it that T1. subset([A’, X, B’,

Y, C’, Z], [A’, X, B’, Y, C’, Z]) should succeed if subset(A, A’), subset(B,

B’) and subset(C, C’) all succeed, but subset([A’, X, B’, Y, C’, Z], [A’, X,

C’, Y, B’, Z]) should fail because B’ should have come before C’).

3 marks

| ?- subtree([a, [b]], [a, [c], [b]]).

yes

| ?- subtree([a, [b], [c]], [a, [b], [d], [c]]).

yes

| ?- subtree([a, [b], [c]], [a, [c], [b], [d]]).

no

| ?- subtree([a, [b], [c]], [a, [c], [b], [c]]).

yes

Hint : I’m treating a list as a tree by considering that its first element is the head of
the tree and the remainder is its daughters. That means that you will want to define
two predicates – one for looking at the tree as a whole and one for looking at its list of
daughters.
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2. Inference: the theorem prover discussed in the lectures just decides whether some conclusion
follows from a set of assumptions. It would be nice to be able to allow for uncertainty
in your reasoning: there are things you’re not sure about (‘I think the next train leaves at

17:22 ’), there are predicates with fuzzy boundaries (‘Allan Ramsay is middle-aged ’), there
are informal probabilities (‘Most swans are white’). We can account for those by adding a
score to the label of each proof. There aren’t any great ways of managing scores, because of the
mixture of types of uncertainty. If the central point for something that you would call green
is then how confident are you about saying that
is green? How much weight would you want to ascribe to the likelihood of some plant being
edible if you had a rule that said ‘Most green plants are edible’ if you knew that cabbages
were green? What about if you knew that cabbages were ? How would
you combine them?

Suppose you used 0 to mean false and 1 to mean true. Then it seems reasonable to insist
that if [[P]] = 1 and [[Q]] = 1 then [[not(P)]] = 0 and [[P & Q]] = 1, and that if [[Q]] = 1 and
[[Q -> R]] = 1 then [[R]] = 1, and so on. What happens for intermediate values is much less
clear: all sorts of things have been proposed, and they all (ALL) have flaws. A couple of
simple versions:

Bayes

[[A & B]] = [[A]]× [[B]]

[[not(A)]] = 1− [[A]]

Min-max

[[A & B]] = min([[A]], [[B]])

[[not(A)]] = 1− [[A]]

In addition to maintaining the correct behaviour when the values are 0 and 1, you also want
to get A or B right: if you don’t have [[A or B]] = [[not(not(A) & not(B))]] then you’re
going to get some pretty strange results. In particular, you’re not going to be able to use any
refutation-based inference engine (e.g. resolution, DPLL, . . . )

For Bayes, that means [[A or B]] [[not(not(A) & not(B))]] 1− [[not(A) & not(B)]] 
1− ((1− [[A]])× (1− [[B]])) 1− (1− [[A]]− [[B]]+ [[A]]× [[B]]) [[A]]+ [[B]]− [[A]]× [[B]]. This has
several desirable properties: it’s 1 if either [[A]] or [[B]] is 1, and it’s no less than max([[A]], [[B]]).
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So it’s not bad: it does have the disadvantage that [[A & A]] < [[A]] and [[A or A]] > [[A]], but
it’s not too bad.

For Min-max, it means [[A or B]] [[not(not(A) & not(B))]] 1− [[not(A) & not(B)]] 
1 − min([[not(A)]], [[not(B)]])  1 − min(1 − [[A]], 1 − [[B]])  max([[A]], [[B]]). This gets
everything above right, including that [[A & A]] = [[A or A]] = [[A]], but it’s not very exciting.

All the other attempts, e.g. Dempster (1967); Shafer (1976); Shortliffe (1976); Voorbraak
(1991); Zadeh (1965), to provide ways of combining truth values from [0, 1] fall down on at
least one of these tests.

Here’s the task: write a predicate satchmoCF based on the version of SATCHMO at

/opt/info/courses/COMP24412/PROGRAMS/satchmoWithLabels.pl

to use one of these ways of calculating certainty factors.

Hint (i): include the certainty in the label, and make sure that your facts and rules have cer-
tainty factors associated with them. You’ll be able to write them as hair(allan, grey)::0.9

and hair(X, grey) ==> middleAged(X)::0.5 if you define :: as an infix operator with right
precedence (which I’ve already done in satchmoWithLabels).

Hint (ii): you will need to change the way rules with disjunctive antecedents (things like p

or q ==> r) are handled, and you will need to think carefully about what to do in situations
where you have multiple rules with the same conclusion (since (p ==> r) & (q ==> r) ≡ p

or q ==> r). The easiest way to get this right is to use findall (see below) to get all the
ways of proving the goal you are interested in, and then calculating the combined score from
the individual ones.

Test your version of the program on the following examples (they should all succeed–there are
no trick cases here):

kb(cf1a,

[hair(allan, grey)::0.9,

hair(X, grey) ==> middleAged(X)::0.5]).

| ?- satchmoCF(middleAged(allan)::T, cf1a).

kb(cf1b,

[hair(allan, grey)::0.9,

skin(allan, wrinkled)::0.8,
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hair(X, grey) ==> middleAged(X)::0.5,

skin(X, wrinkled) ==> middleAged(X)::0.85]).

| ?- satchmoCF(middleAged(allan)::T, cf1b).

kb(cf2a,

[mother(lesley, john)::0.5,

father(lesley, john)::0.5,

mother(X, Y) or father(X, Y) ==> parent(X, Y)::1]).

| ?- satchmoCF(parent(lesley, john)::T, cf2a).

kb(cf2b,

[mother(lesley, john)::0.5,

father(lesley, john)::0.5,

mother(X, Y) ==> parent(X, Y)::1,

father(X, Y) ==> parent(X, Y)::1]).

| ?- satchmoCF(parent(lesley, john)::T, cf2b).

This one is quite tricky. It’s worth 10 marks–you’ll get 3 if you have a reasonable way of
combining truth values (it must respect the identity [[A or B]] = [[not(not(A) & not(B))]]),
3 if you get it to work for the problem with cf1a, and the other 4 if you get it to work for the
others.

findall: you will need to use findall to solve the last three properly: findall finds all
possible solutions to a problem and returns them as a list. Consider the program for solving
the N-queens problem in /opt/info/courses/COMP24412/PROGRAMS/nqueens.pl.

If you load this program then you can ask to see successive solutions:

| ?- addQueen([], 0, 6, Q).

Q = [q(5,4),q(4,2),q(3,0),q(2,5),q(1,3),q(0,1)] ? ;

Q = [q(5,3),q(4,0),q(3,4),q(2,1),q(1,5),q(0,2)] ? ;

Q = [q(5,2),q(4,5),q(3,1),q(2,4),q(1,0),q(0,3)] ? ;

Q = [q(5,1),q(4,3),q(3,5),q(2,0),q(1,2),q(0,4)] ? ;

no
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If you want to see all the solutions at once, you can do

| ?- findall(Q, addQueen([], 0, 6, Q), L).

L = [[q(5,4),q(4,2),q(3,0),q(2,5),q(1,3),q(0,1)],

[q(5,3),q(4,0),q(3,4),q(2,1),q(1,5),q(0,2)],

[q(5,2),q(4,5),q(3,1),q(2,4),q(1,0),q(0,3)],

[q(5,1),q(4,3),q(3,5),q(2,0),q(1,2),q(0,4)]] ?

yes

findall will find all the instantiations of its first argument (i.e. Q) that can be found by
backtracking through solutions to its second argument (addQueen([], 0, 6, Q)) and return
them as the value of its third.

You’ll need to use this when looking at rules with disjunctive solutions, or at sets of rules
with the same conclusion, because in order to work out the certainty value in such cases you
have to consider all the different proofs: how could you get, for instance, the maximum value
assigned by using both the rules for deciding whether someone is middle-aged unless you tried
both rules and collected their scores?
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